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About This Game

When a horrible accident unleashes waves of gravitational force across the planet, it cracks the crust and sends floating land
masses into the air. Guster; the son of man responsible, is charged with the task of setting things right.

gShift is a 2.5D puzzle-platformer with 99 maze levels across 10 types of terrain. There, you will come across 8 unique
obstacles that should take you somewhere in the range of 15 hours to deal with. Kick things off with a free demo, and then take

the deep and relaxing dive!
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Title: gShift
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
deadweight games
Publisher:
NEXUS Studios, Inc.
Release Date: 29 May, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Pentium 4 1GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 64MB Video Card

Storage: 400 MB available space
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Absolutely brillant! It is very entertaining. A 2D crazy golf course with Worms classic physic game. Kill bystanders with a golf
ball to the end, careful to sheep they don't eat it or smack them 3 times to explode the ball away. It is a lot fun.. Nice little game
made by one guy. A ribbit-ing froggie game with a Kirby and Megaman flavour to it. Try eating anything you catch with your
tongue.

Recommend using a controller.. Puzzle game about Undead - Nice pictures, nice idea with the menu action, nice music... and
nice pictures (didn't I say it already?). Though I wouldn't let kids play it as some pics are really graphic.

If you need a break from killing Nazi zombies or Tanks or Necromorphs or demons or any pet from Horzine or people with
headcrabs on the head or... well, you get the picture: that game is perfect (along with the other Pixel Puzzles).

It's a jigsaw game. The more you advance in the game, more puzzles with a high number of pieces will be available. Here, you
have an action mode you can play: zombies are assaulting your position, kill them, place traps, thanks to the money you'll find
behind some jigsaw pieces. Else, the main core is the same: puzzles pieces floating in the water, with different forms.

Anyway, you can play in the menu: it's a survival minigame: kill incoming zombies!

Pixel Puzzles UndeadZ is probably the more elaborated game in the series, due to the action added.. this should be part of the
game and not dlc. Been waiting for this game for 6 years! Its everything I could hope it could be.. This software was what
eventually kick started my career in software development, Ruby is such a versatile language.. Very Promising Game, I believe
the company will be Financially Quantitative in the future. Seed Generators are everywhere and these guys have been living it..
The introduction of the Kill-a-rilla make this game especially relevant for our time.♥♥♥♥♥♥♥out for Harambe.. Well written,
well made, and beaucoup disturbing. It's short though, even if you go through it for the achievements. 90 minutes tops. 75\/100

The good

Excellent writing
Great use of incidental music and effects
Refreshingly disturbing
Lots of save slots to load a game and try different options
You probably won't look at a doll or a lily-of-the-valley the same way again
Achievements and cards

The good

Very short
Minimal replay value
Subject material may irk or offend susceptible people (it didn't bother me, but we do live in the era of the readily offended
snowflake)
. Not bad. Point & Click game with not many novelties. Several good things like the overall look, the music and the voice acting.
The story is interesting and easy to follow. Took me about 10 hours to finish it.

Found no bugs or had any crashes. Runs fine on Win 7.

Overall, is entertaining. The puzzles are mostly easy ones and the few mini-games are no-brainers. It's not a big deal, but later in
the game some things, like the dialog choices and the constant coming and going from one scene to the other (at times just to do
a little thing connected to the main quest) can become somewhat tiresome. Nevertheless, is a nice game if you just want
something rather easy to play and something that is pleasant to look at.
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If you like Old-School F.P.S games, Destructive weapons, Chessy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665One-Liners, Plenty of
Easter eggs, And tons of Blood and Gore then this games is for you. This game pays tribute to old action horror movies. Plenty
of weapons And tons of ways to kill enemies and gib'em you can even kill around their heads! Controls are really old but with
some fine tuning you can make it work. This game is really fun. BUT BE WARNED : THIS GAME IS NOT FOR THE FAINT
OF HEART ! It's hard Almost dark souls hard. So if your up for it play it OR play the remastered version!. sweet co-op time
killer!! add me (JDOUGH570). A short, pleasant and casual game with personality. A compact experience that’s worth
supporting the developer for if you enjoyed the first free game.

Very similar to the original with a few improvements:
-New chiptunes!
-More abilities [gameplay variety]
-More Challenging [maybe?]

I really like how something as simple as auto firing and not being able to strafe meanwhile damage heals you creates a
disconnect between getting near enemies and running from them. You can get up close with the multi-spread to do damage or
sneak in more healing while also risking your current health. If you’re low, you can try to run but, eventually, you’re going to
need to run back in to heal.

Also you can date a door, 10/7 Masterpiece :]. needs more maps and powerups...
good enough tho. Good lord this game is way much more fun than I ever could have imagined. I absolutely love this developers
previous game (Unloved) but this one just didn't look as good judging by the gameplay and screenshots but MAN was I wrong!
This game is so addictive that I'm pretty sure the 8 hours I've played so far were completely in a row with no breaks. The action
is very fast paced, the shooting is in third person, there are several RPG elements in place, and it's just super fun to play. And
that's what's really most important. If you like old school shooters like Doom or even the new Doom, Wolfenstein, etc. I think
you will find a TON to love with this title. There is SO much replayability that I just can't stop playing it. My new addiction has
a name. And it's name is Dimension Drifter.

I've started a Youtube series for tihs game if you want to see what some of the gameplay looks like. I recorded like 15 episodes
or something ridiculous so this series will be slowly updated over time:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=FD0lYOjhMy4&list=PL08FwntTpxPABlZ6B_iUnOYMXZgt3ajxM. I just love it. Its
super cool. I remember when I played the free version and it was just amazing! Now I bought this Game and I love it more then
before!
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